High Level Feedback from Program Leads

100% of program leads reported they had enough information to confidently lead their student group through each of the three weeks.

100% of program leaders would participate in a Brite program like this again.

100% of program leads were satisfied with the amount of communication with the Brite administrative team.
- 70% Very satisfied
- 30% Satisfied

Findings reflect responses from program leads from all 8 participating programs (11 unique respondents).

"The program was intelligently and beautifully designed. It was quite enjoyable and educating. It was an amazing experience."
- A program lead comment

Data Collection Approach

Program leads and educators from each participating program were asked to complete an online survey at the culmination of Brite. Areas of evaluative interest included:
- program logistics
- time commitment and amount of information
- use of educator guides
- manageability of weekly projects and meet-ups
- benefits to participating program girls
- recommendations for future Brite programming

- Be-Ruth Foundation
- Girl Scouts of Eastern Missouri
- Girl Scouts of Historic Georgia, Inc.
- Girl Up
- Milwaukee School of Engineering
- Morrison Mentors
- SUNY Schenectady County Community College
- University of South Florida College of Marine Science

82% of program leads rated the overall Brite experience a excellent or outstanding.
- 3 out of 11 rated the experience as outstanding
- 7 out of 11 rated the experience as excellent
- 1 out of 11 rated the experience as good
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November 30, 2020
What was the most fun part of running Brite with their student groups?

- Building Community Among the Girls: 6
- The Speakers: 5
- Seeing the Excitement for Learning: 4
- The Girls Sharing with One Another: 4
- Activities (refs to quality, diversity, discussions, and FlipGrid): 4

What degree did they agree with the following statements?

- I used the Educator Guide to help facilitate my group: 9
- The Educator Guide was helpful each week: 7
- I used the Educator Tech Guide as a reference: 5
- The Educator Tech Guide was useful: 4

I easily navigated the WSU platform and weekly modules: 7
My girls easily navigated the WSU platform: 7
I was comfortable using Flipgrid: 5
My girls were comfortable using Flipgrid: 4
I easily facilitated my group's participation assemblies and Friday BriteFests: 2

The weekly schedule was manageable: 2
Activities and projects were manageable: 5
I easily facilitated my group's zoom room for group meetings: 8
I easily facilitated my group's participation in assemblies: 9

November 30, 2020
Program leads recommendations to the Brite administrative team for future Brite programming.

**TOP RECOMMENDATION:**
Receive the educator guide earlier

**For Program Leads**
- Kick-off meeting for program leads/educators
- More clarity for the amount of learning time
- Provide evaluation forms to track girls' progress and knowledge acquisition

**For Brite Girls**
- Kick-off for girls on first day with screen shares to teach them how to navigate each platform
- Daily Wrap-Up meetings to recap for the next day
- Post example videos for FlipGrid for the girls
- Have a schedule for the girls for each day
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